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Leaving a Legacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve heard a lot about Portland’s street trees here this morning – we now know what we have in terms of a community asset, and some direction for improvements.I’ve had the privilege of working together with you all on this project for two seasons now. The best part of compiling and presenting all this data now is that it can give a real purpose to our actions. Organizational behavior theorist Margaret Wheately reminds us that people are internally motivated to contribute to something larger than themselves, and this is especially true than in community forestry – if not, this room would be empty.  We plant trees not just for us, but to benefit a future generation of Portlanders.I’d like to invite you to examine this– what is the legacy we are leaving? Will our current choices and actions produce the future forest we desire? As we consider this, I’m going to talk about why it is critical to plant and preserve large trees, some of the challenges we face for planting large trees, and I want to inspire you to make your contribution. 
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Flowers and fall color
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WHAT DO WE VALUE about trees?We are in love trees with pretty flowers, lacy leaves, fall color. This aesthetic drives our sense of a tree’s usefulness to us.  A familiar story repeated many times over from my days of working in a garden center –spring and summer blooms of crabapples and dogwoods, fragrance of snowbell flowers, lure crowds of us to purchase these cute little trees. So here’s a story that is an extreme case of this infatuation of flowers.  2 colleagues doing field work this season looked at unfamiliar trees at a site.  The homeowner was proud to confirm that she had planted a pair of jacarandas, gorgeous trees with profuse lavender blue trumpet-shaped flowers, which she obtained by mail order from Florida, unaware of the fact that these trees cannot survive in our climate. I share this with you not for a chuckle at her expense, but to illustrate that our infatuation with flowers can lead to making bad choices that affect our urban forest.
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A different aesthetic
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We look at trees as a visual amenity. In her book “Seeing Trees” Nancy Ross Hugo suggests that we can always look more closely, that’s we’re missing most of the worlds of phenomena within a tree. Large trees – Douglas-fir, ginkgo, tulip poplars – have their own unique beauty. I was out on Halloween night with my daughter trick-or-treating, and I noticed a wonderful fragrance as I turned a corner of the block. It was so overwhelming that I forgot about my kid for a second, until I saw the large incense cedar in front of me. I can still almost smell it now, and I thought to myself, this is not an experience on a damp late October night I can get from a small deciduous tree.
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What’s the problem?

Mature 
small tree

Young large
form tree
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A narrow preference that leads to an over abundance of small form trees, incurs a liability over the long term. Short lived trees like this cherry, despite attractive spring blooms, decline after a few decades.The Japanese maple pictured at right, won’t get any larger, but the young tulip poplar is just getting started and could live on for another 100 years.Planting our urban forest is more than an expression of our aesthetic values. Whether we know it or not, is an investment in a community asset. Just like with any investment of time, effort, resources, we want to know:
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Benefits: how many small trees
equal ONE large conifer?

4?
7?
9?
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WHAT IS THE RETURN ON OUR INVESTMENT?To understand our investment, we must realize that planting and establishment costs are fixed for all trees, regardless of their eventual size and life span.But large trees live longer, and provide more benefits to us.  Small trees decline with decreasing benefits in few decades, while a large tree continues to increase in value.Values of tree benefits vary widely, but it takes many crabapples or snowbells to provide the same lifetime benefits of a Douglas-fir.  Planting and establishment costs recur frequently for small trees, compounding the deficit.
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What are the benefits?

Pearl
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS? Too many to discuss all, but a few:In Portland, its’s estimated that for every dollar we spend on our urban forest, we get a return of about $3.80All trees add canopy benefits, but large trees do more.Reduce heat island effect –PSU researchers have collected information on the effect of trees on summer surface temperatures in Portland finding it to be 15 degrees cooler in shaded areas  From our own experience, we know the street we would choose to for a walk, bike route, or parking spot.A healthy 30-in diameter tree removes 70 times pollution annually than a healthy 3-inch tree.  Large trees start out small, just like small trees, but the difference is that small trees will never become 30-inches, and they could even decline and die before they reach 12-18 inches.In Portland, large trees increase real estate value of properties more by $7,000 or more, and can influence real estate values of adjacent properties as well.Other benefits include many environmental, social, and human health benefits in addition to valuable wildlife habitat.
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Shortchanged on benefits

• 20% Large form trees
• 37% Large sites
• Small form trees, 1 of 4 in 

large sites: 19,159 trees
• 60% of all small form 

trees are in M and L sites
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HOW ARE WE SHORTCHANGED?Let’s look at how lost benefits are amplified on a citywide scale.Only 20% of Portland’s street trees are large form trees, even though 37% of the sites where trees are found can accommodate a large form tree.In large planting spaces, 1 out of every 4 trees is a small form tree: 19,159 treesFurthermore, 60% of all small form street trees in Portland are growing in sites that are sized for M and L trees.
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33% Portland’s 2030 canopy goal
29% canopy now

34,909
small trees

314 acres

17,921
large trees

1,487 acres
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WHY DOES THIS MATTER?Let’s look at what this means in terms of opportunity.Recognizing community benefits of trees, Portland has set a canopy goal of 33% and we’re progressing towards it.  What’s the best strategy to reach our potential?Looking at available sites without trees: 314 acres of canopy can be gained by planting all available small sites now. But planting large trees in all large sites available, requires half that number of trees, and our canopy gain is over 4.5 times as great.  This would be like adding an area canopy equivalent to the size of all of downtown Portland from the river to the west hills.Neither strategy alone is sufficient to reach our canopy goal.  The point is making the best use of space for highest return on our investment.
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Where to plant 
large trees?

• Private property

• Current planting site 
minimum standard        
4 ft = M

Montavilla

Sabin
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How do we accommodate large trees?For neighborhood where wide rights-of-way are scarce,  it’s all the more important to retain the trees we have. Lower photo - Deep setback was retained to keep front yard mature oak tree.The current minimum standard for planting sites is now 4 ft in width. It’s unlikely we’ll be seeing rights of way developed with 8 or 15-ft wide strips now. This makes it all the more necessary to keep the mature large trees we have.Additionally, some of the new development  in our city  removes not only front yard with larger building footprints, but also street tree planting space with wide driveway aprons, making preserving spaces all the more important, public and private.
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But what about…?
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What would get in the way of favoring large trees in our neighborhoods?If you live in a neighborhood with street trees like this, you wonder, why is it so crucial to plant more large trees.  Also, what about 1.2 million park trees, Forest Park alone 5,000 acres so many trees! Few of Portland’s 600,000+ residents live near Forest Park and can access benefits those trees offer. We – all residents -- need the canopy benefits in the immediate areas where we live and work.Toronto Urban Forest Study published in Nature last year found:  “Strongest positive effect on human health is from street trees,” more beneficial than private or backyard trees  because the are most accessible to all residents. ---------------------Barrier #2 Large trees are expensive and dangerousAn assumption of cost savings for a small form tree doesn’t take into account the repeated removal and replanting costs necessary due to a shorter life span. The expense of maintaining a large tree is caused by lack of early maintenance, i.e. car, home.  Not expensive to make a few cuts in the first 5 years after a tree is planted – 25-cent pruning cuts now, which anyone can be trained to do, to prevent expenditures of $100/person per man-hour with heavy equipment decades later. A majority of tree failures due to poor structure, 70%, are preventable through young tree structural pruning and training. To maximize benefits of large form trees – they must be healthy, and live a long time, so maintenance is key, and earlier the better.
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Our legacy: tomorrow’s canopy
Heritage Tree #3 

Liriodendron tulipifera
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We have over 300 HERITAGE TREES in Portland like this tulip poplar planted in the 1890s. Planning: intentional use of spaces for large trees, care and attention to keep them healthy. Their presence in our landscape is the result of a series of conscious decisions and preservation efforts of generations of people like us here today.Knowing how trees function in our urban setting, and considering the lifespan of tree that can outlive us by generations, our aesthetic sense can be influenced by our understanding of a tree’s total worth. This understanding forms the core value from which our stewardship and management priorities for Portland’s urban forest emerge, ensuring a worthy legacy. 
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